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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a valuation domain V, it is known that the trace of any V-module 
either equals V or a prime ideal of V [4, Proposition 2.11. It is natural to 
study the class of domains satisfying this conclusion. In particular, a 
domain R is said to satisfy TP (trace property) or is called a TP domain, 
provided the trace of each R-module either equals R or a prime ideal of R. 
An equivalent statement o the TP property is that for each ideal Z of R, 
either II-’ = R or II-’ E Spec(R) [4, Prop. 2.41. Using this formulation of 
TP, Fontana, Huckaba and Papick gave characterizations for Noetherian 
TP domains and a special class of Priifer TP domains [4]. It is our goal to 
extend this work by studying RTP (radical trace property) domains, i.e., 
domains satisfying the condition that ZZ- ’ = R or ZZ- ’ = rad(ZZ- ‘) for each 
ideal Z of R. 
For Noetherian domains we prove (Proposition 2.1) that R is an RTP 
domain if and only if R, is a TP domain for each P E Spec(R). In connec- 
tion with this result, we show how to construct Noetherian RTP domains 
that are not TP domains. We also point out that each Krull RTP domain 
must be a Dedekind domain. 
We also observe that any integrally closed coherent domain which 
satisfies RTP is a Priifer domain. This result motivates the study of Priifer 
RTP domains, which is somewhat more complicated than the Noetherian 
case. An important component in our characterization of Priifer RTP 
domains is a result which involves the dual of an ideal, and the 
endomorphism ring of an ideal. Namely, we prove (Theorem 2.5) for a 
Priifer domain R with Noetherian spectrum, and an ideal Z of R, if I-’ is a 
ring, then Z-i = (I : I) if and only if Z= rad(Z). In this same vein, we 
provide an example (Example 2.6) of a Priifer domain R and an ideal Z of 
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R such that Z-l is a ring, yet I-’ # (I : I). This naturally leads to studying 
the following quantified condition: For each ideal Z of R, if I-’ is a ring, 
then I-’ = (I: I). Under special assumptions, we provide some equivalent 
statements to this condition (Proposition 2.9). Using some of the material 
discussed above, we establish for Priifer domains with act on prime ideals 
that the following conditions are equivalent: (1) R satisfies RTP; (2) R has 
Noetherian spectrum; (3) R satisfies (# # ) (Theorem 2.7). We conclude 
this paper by analyzing a special class of RTP domains, namely MTP 
(maximal trace property) domains, and related examples. In particular, we 
show that these domains must have Krull dimension less than or equal to 
one. Any unexplained terminology is standard as in [6] or [ 111. 
2. RTP DOMAINS 
For a commutative integral domain R and a unital R-module M, recall 
that the trace of M, denoted z(M), is the ideal of R generated by the set 
{f(m): fe Hom(M RI, rn~M). We say R is an RTP domain (TP) 
domain or satisfies RTP (TP) if for each R-module M, either r(M) = R or 
r(M) = rad(r(M))(z(M) E Spec(R)). As in the TP case, it follows that R is 
an RTP domain if and only if for each ideal Z of R, either ZZZ ’ = R or 
II-’ = rad(ZZZ’) [4, Prop. 2.41. 
Our first task will be to characterize RTP domains in the category of 
Noetherian domains. In the case of TP domains, the analogous question 
has been completely settled. Namely, for a Noetherian domain R, R is a TP 
domain if and only if (a) R is a Dedekind domain, or (b) dim(R) = 1 and R 
has a unique noninvertible maximal ideal M with IV- ’ = R’, the integral 
closure of R, and ail other maximal ideals of R are invertible [4, Theorem 
3.5-J 
We are now prepared to establish the Noetherian characterization. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Then R is an RTP 
domain if and only if R, is a TP domain for each P E Spec( R). 
Proof (e) This direction is straightforward, since the colon 
operation localizes well for finitely generated ideals [ 12, Theorem 18.11, 
and the property of being a radical ideal is a local property. 
(a) For this part of the proof it suffices to prove that dim(R) d 1. To 
see this, simply observe that the RTP property localizes. Let us suppose 
that dim(R) > 1, and hence by localizing R at a height two prime ideal, we 
may assume that R is a local 2-dimensional RTP domain with maximal 
ideal M. Let T = U,“= 1 (R : M”) be the ideal transform of M. We claim that 
MT !+ T. To substantiate this claim first note that R’, the integral closure 
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of R, is a Noetherian domain [12, Theorem 33.121. Also there exists a 
height two maximal ideal N or R’ such that Nn R = M. Thus S = RL is a 
local 2-dimensional integrally closed Noetherian domain and MS is 
primary for the maximal ideal of S. Hence, (R : M”) E (S : (MS)“) = S for 
each positive integer n, and so Tc S. Therefore MT $ T and since A4 is a 
finitely generated ideal of R, we have that M2T Y+ MT, Thus M2Tn 
R $ MTn R = M, which implies that M2(R : M2) $ M. However, by 
assumption M2(R : M2) is a radical ideal which contains M2, and so it con- 
tains M. This contradiction completes the proof. 
We can now employ the known characterization for Noetherian TP 
domains [3, Theorem 3.51 to give a concrete description for Noetherian 
RTP domains. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Then R satisfies RTP if 
and only if dim(R) 6 1 andfor each nonzero prime ideal P of R, either PR, 
is principal or (R p : PR,) is the integral closure of R,. 
An immediate consequence of Corollary 2.2 is that an integrally closed 
Noetherian RTP domain must be a Dedekind domain. Another way to 
derive this same consequence is to observe that if R is coherent, integrally 
closed and satisfies RTP, then R is a Priifer domain. The proof of this 
statement is similar to the TP case [4, Prop. 2.81. More generally it follows 
that Krull domains satisfying RTP must be Dedekind domains. To see this, 
one first argues as in [4, Prop. 2.71 to show that any RTP domain R must 
satisfy grade(R) < 1. Using this fact, it is straightforward to prove that 
RTP Krull domains are Dedekind. 
It is appropriate at this time to briefly discuss some methods for con- 
structing Noetherian RTP domains. Note that a general method involving 
pullbacks was thoroughly analyzed for the Noetherian TP case [4, 
Theorem 3.61. We will demonstrate how to build Noetherian RTP 
domains that are not TP domains. 
First of all, let { Ri}:=, be a family of l-dimensional Noetherian local TP 
domains with quotient field K such that if i # j, then Ri and Rj are not con- 
tained in a common valuation overring V + K. Set R = n;=, Ri, and 
notice that R is a Noetherian RTP domain (Proposition 2.1) [9, Corollary 
2.101. Moreover, it follows easily from the characterization of Noetherian 
TP domains [4, Theorem 3.53, that if at least two of the R; are not 
integrally closed, then R does not satisfy TP. 
For another elemantary method of constructing Noetherian RTP 
domains that are not TP domains, we start with a field k, which contains 
at least 2n distinct elements a,, . . . . a,,, b,, . . . . b,. Let 
R= {f(x)ek[x]:f(ai)=f(b,), i= 1, . . . . n}, 
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where k[x] is the polynomial ring in one variable over the field k. We 
claim the R is a Noetherian RTP domain. To verify this, set g(x) = n;=, 
(x-a,)(~-b,) and note that g(x) E (R, : k[x]). Since k[x] is a finite 
k[g(x)]-module, it follows that R is a finite k[g(x)]-module, and so R is a 
l-dimensional Noetherian domain. Let P E Spec( R). If (R, : k[x] ) @ P, 
then R, is a localization of k[x], and hence R, is a DVR. In particular R, 
satisfies TP. If (R, : k[x]) c P, then P= (~-a~) k[x] n R for some i. 
Hence for each i = 1, . . . . n, we have Pi=(x-ai) k[x]nR=(x-b;) 
k[x] n R. Moreover, R,,= k+M,, where Mi= (~-a~) k[x],X_u,,n 
(x - bi) 6xl+m, and thus it follows that R,, is a TP domain that is not 
integrally closed. Note that if n > 1, then an application of the charac- 
terization of Noetherian TP domains [4, Theorem 3.51 shows that R does 
not satisfy TP. 
As noted earlier, if R is coherent, integrally closed and satisfies RTP, 
then R is a Priifer domain. This result naturally leads us to consider Priifer 
domains satisfying RTP. First let us state what is known in the Priifer TP 
case. Recall that a domain R is said to be a (# )-domain provided 
n MEA, RM + n+kl* R,, where A, and A, are distinct subsets of Max(R) 
[7]. R is called a (# # )-domain in case each overring of R is a 
( # )-domain. Under the assumption of R being a Priifer ( # # )-domain it 
follows that R is a TP domain if and only if the noninvertible prime ideals 
of R are linearly ordered [4, Theorem 4.21. If R is a Priifer domain with 
act on prime ideals, then R is a TP domain if and only if R satisfies (# # ) 
and the noninvertible prime ideals of R are linearly ordered [4, Theorem 
4.61. An example, which we will revisit in this paper, illustrates the 
invalidity of the above Priifer TP characterizations if the (# # ) condition 
is not included [4, Example 4.31. 
We are now ready to progress towards characterizing Priifer RTP 
domains. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let I be an ideal of a valuation domain V. Then (I : I) = V,, 
where P is the prime ideal of V of all the zero divisors on V/I. 
Proof. Since V E (I : I), we need only consider z in the quotient field of 
Vsuch that z# V. Set z-‘=xf V. Note that zE(Z:I) if and only if Zcx1 
andzEVpifandonlyifx~P.Ifx4P,thenIrxVandsoI=xJforsome 
ideal J of V. As x is not a zero divisor on V/I, we have J= I and I c xl. If 
x E P, then there exists y E V\Z such that xy E I. Hence Z @ xl, since 
xy E I\xI. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a Priifer domain, I a nonzero ideal of R, and P a 
prime ideal minimal over I. If there exists a finitely generated ideal J of R 
such that 1~ JG P, then I-’ is not a ring. 
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ProoJ Assume I-’ is a ring. Then I-’ = (n, RpT)n (nO R,,), where 
(Pa} is the set of minimal prime ideals of Z, and {Mp} is the set of 
maximal ideals of R not containing Z [lo, Theorem 3.21. In particular, 
I-’ c R,. However, this leads to a contradiction, since J-’ G I-’ implies 
~EJJ-‘EPZ-‘EPR,. 
Our next result will play an integral part in our characterization of 
Priifer RTP domains. It also relates to a question posed by Fontana, 
Huckaba, and Papick [4]. Namely, if Z is an ideal of a Priifer domain R 
and if I-’ is a ring, does it necessarily follow that ZZ’ = (I: I)? We will 
show (Example 2.6) that this is not generally true, but in an appropriate 
setting it is valid. This is precisely the content of our next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be a Priifer domain with Spec(R) Noetherian, and 
let Z be an ideal of R. Zf I-’ is a ring, then I-’ = (I : I) if and only if 
I= rad(Z). Moreover, if I- ’ is a ring, then Z is contained is only maximal 
ideals of (I : I) if and only if I= rad(Z). 
Proof (F) This follows from [ 10, Prop. 3.91 without the Noetherian 
assumption on Spec( R). 
(a) Assume that I-’ is a ring and that Z $ rad(Z). We will show that 
(I : I) $ I-‘. Since Z $ rad(Z), there exists a maximal ideal M of R such 
that ZR, is not a radical ideal. Thus there is a prime ideal P contained in 
M with ZR, $ PR, and rad(ZR,) = PR,. 
We claim that ZR, = PR,. Suppose not, and let b E P such that ZR, F 
bR, G PR,. Since Spec(R) is Noetherian, there exists a,, . . . . a,E P satisfy- 
ing rad( (a,, . . . . a,)) = P. Let J= (a,, . . . . a,, b) and note that ZC JG P, which 
in view of Lemma 2.4 contradicts the fact that I- ’ is a ring. To see that 
Z&J, it suffices to check locally. Let N be a maximal ideal of R. If P C& N, 
then JR, = R, as rad(J) = P. If PC N, then PRN = PR,, since R, is a 
valuation overring of R,. We know that ZR, $ bR,, and so 
Zb-’ G PR, = PR,. Therefore, ZR, G bRN E JR,, and our original claim 
that ZR, = PR, is established. 
Note that since R, is a valuation domain, the set of zero divisors on 
R,IZR, is a prime ideal QR,, where Q is a prime ideal of R. We certainly 
know that PR, E QR,, because rad(ZR,) = PR,. Moreover, we assert 
that PR, $ QRM. For if XE PR,\ZR,, then using the fact that PR, = 
PRp= ZR,, it follows that there is a YE R,\PR, such that YXEZR,. 
Hence y is a zero divisor on R,/ZR,, and so P $ Q. 
Observe that QZ- ’ = I- ‘. To see this first note that Q is the radical of a 
finitely generated ideal A. Since P p Q, it follows by checking locally that 
P $ A. Hence A-‘sZpl, and so ~EAA-‘GQZ-‘. 
Therefore Q does not survive in I-‘, and it follows that I- ’ $ R,. 
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However, Lemma 2.3 gives (I : I) E (ZR, : ZR,) = (RW)QR, = R,, which 
completes the first part of the proof of this theorem. 
To prove the second statement of the theorem, let us first assume that 
I-’ is a ring and that Z $ rad(Z). By the proof of the first part of the 
theorem, there exist prime ideals P, Q of R such that ZC P $ Q and 
(I : I) E R,. Hence PR, n (I : I) is a nonmaximal prime ideal of (I : I) that 
contains Z, which is a contradiction. 
For the other direction, again assume that ZZ’ is a ring and also that 
Z= rad(Z). Hence I- ’ = (I : I) by the first part of the theorem. Let P’ be any 
minimal prime ideal of Z. Using the fact that Spec(R) is a Noetherian space 
and arguing as in the first part of the theorem, it follows that P’Z-’ is a 
maximal ideal of I-‘. Therefore, since the prime ideals of ZZ’ are all exten- 
ded from R, Z is contained in only maximal ideals of I- ’ = (I : I). 
It is worthwhile to mention that Theorem 2.5 does not remain valid for 
arbitrary Prtifer domains. Namely, there exists an almost Dedekind 
domain R with a maximal ideal M such that (M’))’ = R [4, Example 4.31. 
Hence (M*) ~ ’ = (M* : M*), yet M* # M and thus is not a radical ideal. 
We proceed to give an example of a Priifer domain R with an ideal Z, 
such that I-’ is a ring distinct from the ring (I : I). This answers a question 
raised by Fontana, Huckaba and Papick [4]. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let R be a 2-dimensional Priifer domain with maximal 
ideals M,, M, and P a (unique) height one prime ideal contained in 
Ml n M,. Also assume that R, is a DVR. Then there exists an ideal Z of R 
such that ZZ’ is a ring, but ZZ’ # (I : I). 
Set Z= PR,, n xRM2, where PR, = xR, for x E P. We claim that I- ’ is a 
ring and I-’ # (I : I). Note that by localizing Z at Ml we get ZR,, = PR,, , 
and by localizing Z at M, we obtain ZR,,,,M, = xR,,. Also, since Zc P, we 
know that P-’ = R,cZ-’ [lo, Theorems 3.2, 3.83. 
Actually, ZZ’ = R,. For if ME I-‘, then uZR,, c R,, and so 
uPR,, c R,, . 
3.81. Finally, 
Thus u E (R,,,, : PR,,) = (R,,),,, = R, [ 10, Theorems 3.2, 
(I : I) c (ZR,,,,z :ZR,,) = (xR,, : xR,,,,) = R,, + R,, and 
therefore I- ’ # (I : I). 
We are now prepared to give the promised characterization of Prufer 
RTP domains. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a Priifer domain that satisfies act on prime 
ideals. The following are equivalent: 
(1) R satisfies RTP. 
(2) R has Noetherian spectrum. 
(3) R satisfies ( # # ). 
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Proof (2) e (3) The equivalence of (2) and (3) is an immediate con- 
sequence of [7, Theorem 4; 13, Corollary 2.41. 
(2) * (1) Assume R has Noetherian spectrum and let Z be a noninver- 
tible ideal of R. We know that (II-‘)-’ = (II-’ : ZZ-‘) [4, Remark 2.31, 
and thus by Theorem 2.5, II-’ is a radical ideal of R. 
(1) * (3) This direction is only a slight modification of [4, Lemma 
4.53, but we include it here for completeness. Assume R satisfies RTP and 
does not satisfy (# # ). Then there exists a prime ideal P of R and a set 
{M,} of maximal ideals of R not containing P, such that n R,,,,% E R, [7, 
Theorem 3, Corollary 23. By the act assumption, we note that P is 
branched, and hence has a proper P-primary ideal Q. Recall that the ideal 
transform of Q can be represented in this situation as follows: 
T(Q) = R, n (n R,+,,), where P, = n Qn is a prime ideal of R properly 
contained in P [6, Exercise 11, p. 3311. Hence, n R,,,,u= P-’ = 
RPn(nR,~)eR,~(r)R,~)=T(Q)cnR,~.ThusQ~’isaringandit 
follows that QQ-’ = Q [4, Lemma 4.43. However, the RTP property 
implies that Q is a radical ideal, which is a contradiction. 
It is interesting to note that the implication (1) * (3) in the above proof 
also shows that if R is a Prtifer domain with act on prime ideals and R 
does not satisfy (# # ), then there is an ideal Z of R such that Z-i is a ring 
yet Z $ rad(Z). Recall that the previously mentioned almost Dedekind 
domain example was a particular instance of this general behavior. 
In Example 2.6, we showed that in a Priifer domain R it is possible to 
have an ideal Z with ZZ’ a ring, but Z-l # (I : I). Our next proposition 
provides a characterization of when this behavior is not present. First a 
lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let R be a Priifer domain and P a prime ideal of R such 
that PR, is not principal. Zf Z is an ideal of R such that rad(Z) = P and 
ZR,= PR,, then Z= P. 
ProoJ: Let x E P. We will show that xR, G ZR, for each maximal ideal 
A4 of R. If P & M, then Z G M and so ZR, = R,. Suppose P c M. Since 
ZR, = PR, is not principal, there exists a y E Z such that xR, $G yR,. Thus 
xfy E PR, = PR,, and hence x E yR, c ZR,. We conclude that Z= P. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Assume that R is a Priifer domain, Spec(R) is 
Noetherian and R has dcc on prime ideals. The following are equivalent: 
( 1) For each ideal Z of R, if I-’ is a ring then I-’ = (I : I). 
(2) For each ideal Z of R, if I- I is a ring then Z = rad(Z). 
(3) For each nonzero nonmaximal prime ideal P of R such that PRp is 
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principal, there exists a prime ideal Q of R with P F Q and each maximal 
ideal of R that contains P also contains Q. 
Proof. Note that Theorem 2.5 establishes the equivalence of (1) 
and (2). 
(3) + (2) Assume condition (3). Also suppose that I-’ is a ring and 
Z $ rad(1). As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, there is a maximal ideal 
M and a prime ideal P contained in A4 such that IR, $ PR, and 
rad(ZR,) = PR,. Also, from that same proof, we know that IR, = PR,. 
Hence it follows that P $ M. 
We claim that PR, is principal. For if not, then by applying Lemma 2.8 
to the ring R,, the prime ideal PR, and the ideal IR,, we deduce that 
IR, = PR,, a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume PR, is principal. By condition (3), there exists a 
prime ideal Q of R with P 7 Q and such that each maximal ideal of R that 
contains P also contains Q. Observe that IR, $ PR,. For suppose that 
IR, = PR,. Let x E P. Since PR, is not principal, there exists a y E I such 
that xR, $ yR,. Thus x/y E QRe = QR,, since Q is contained in each 
maximal ideal that contains P. Hence XE yR, E IR,, and therefore 
PR, = IR,, a contradiction. 
We may now choose bE P such that IR, $ bR, E PR,. Also 
P = rad((a,, . . . . a,)) for some a,E P. Set J= (a,, . . . . a,, b) and we claim that 
ZE J. We will check this assertion locally. Let N be a maximal ideal of R. If 
P @ N, then JR, = R,. Assume P E N, and note that Q c N. Thus, b- ‘I E 
QR, = Q&v and so IR, E bR, E JR,. Therefore I c Jz P, which con- 
tradicts the fact that I- ’ is a ring (Lemma 2.4). 
(1) = (3) Assume condition (1) and let us suppose condition (3) is not 
satisfied. Thus there exists a nonzero nonmaximal prime ideal P such that 
PR, = xR, for x E P, and given any prime ideal Q with P $ Q there is a 
maximal ideal N such that PEN but Q $ N. Hence, by the dcc 
assumption on the prime ideals of R, there are distinct prime ideals Q 1, Q2 
properly containing P and dim(R,,/PR,) = 1 for i= 1,2. 
Set I= PR,, nxR,, n R. Recall that P= rad((a,, . . . . a,)) for some aiE P. 
Let Z’ = (a,, . . . . a,) and L = I+ I’. To complete the proof, we will show that 
L-’ is a ring, but L- ’ # (L : L). Observe that localizing I at Q, gives 
IR,, = PR,, , and localizing Z at Q2 gives IR,, = xRg2. Also since L E P, we 
know that Pp’ = R, n (n, R,,,,) G Lp’, where (M1} is the set of maximal 
ideals of R not containing P. We claim that L -’ c R, n (n, RMz). First 
note that L- ’ E RME for each CC To see this let a,E L\M, and UE L-‘. 
Then ua,ER, and so UER~~. We will now show that L-’ c R,. Let 
MEL-‘. Thus, u((PRQ, n xRQl n R) + I’) c R and by localizing this 
inclusion at Q, we get u(PR,, n xR, n R,, + I’R,,) c R,, However, 
xR, = PR, = PR,,, and so u(PR,,) c R,,. Hence UE (R,, : PR,,) = R, 
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[lo, Theorems 3.2, 3.81. We conclude that L-l = R,n (nol RMM,). On 
the other hand, (L : L) c (ZRe, + Z’Rg ZR,, + Z’R,,) = ((x + Z’) RQ,: 
(x+Z’) RQ2)= R,,. 
It remains to show that R, A (n R,,,,) G R,,. Since Spec(R) is a 
Noetherian space, it follows that R satisfies (# # ) (Theorem 2.6), and 
hence Q, blows up in L-’ = R,n (n R,) = P-i [3, Lemma 10, 
Prop. 111. Therefore, R, n (n, RM,) c R,,, and the proof is complete. 
It seems worthwhile to mention some further equivalent conditions to 
those in Proposition 2.9. First of all, for an arbitrary domain R and a non- 
zero ideal of R, the following are equivalent [ 10, Prop. 2.23: 
(a) I- ’ is a ring; 
(b) Z-l = (ZZZ’ : ZZZ’); 
(c) I-‘= ((I-‘)-’ : (Z-l)-‘). 
Hence it is apparent that the following two statements are equivalent to 
each statement in Proposition 2.9: 
(4) For each ideal Z of R, if ZZ’ is a ring, then (I: I) = (ZZZ’ : ZZZ’); 
(5) For each ideal Z of R, if ZZ’ is a ring, then (Z:Z)=((Z-I))‘: 
(I-‘)-‘). 
We would like to conclude this paper by briefly considering a class of 
domains properly within TP domains. We will also consider some related 
examples, questions and general thoughts. 
We say R is an MTP (maximal trace property) domain or satisfies MTP 
if for each ideal Z of R, either ZZ- ’ = R or ZZZ ’ E Max(R). 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Zf R is an MTP domain, then dim(R) d 1. 
Proof. We may assume R is not a field and hence we will show 
dim(R) = 1. Note that either all maximal ideals of R are invertible or there 
exists a unique noninvertible maximal ideal M such that all other maximal 
ideals of R are invertible [4, Corollary 2.111. If all maximal ideals are 
invertible, then it follows from MTP that each ideal is invertible. Hence R 
is a Dedekind domain and dim(R) = 1. 
Now consider the case where M is the unique noninvertible maximal 
ideal of R. Let R* denote the complete integral closure of R. Since R has 
MTP, we know that R* = AU’ [2, Prop. 121. Assume dim(R) > 1 and 
let PE Spec(R) with P $ M. Choose ~EM\P and set Z= (P, a’). Note 
that R* =M-’ GZ-’ G (P : P)E R* [S, Lemma 3.71, and so I-’ = R*. 
Hence, ZZ- ’ = ZM- ’ G MM- ’ = M, and thus ZZ- ’ = ZM- ’ = M. There- 
fore, ZM~1=PM~1+a2M-1=P(P:P)+a2M~1=P+a2M~’. Whence 
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a=x+a*b for some XEP, bEM-‘. Finally, a( 1 - ab) E P implies that 
1 - ab E P E M, which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Zf R is a coherent MTP domain (not a field), then 
either R is a l-dimensional Priifer domain or R is a l-dimensional Noetherian 
domain. 
Proof Assume R is not a Priifer domain and let Z= (a, 6) be a nonzero 
noninvertible ideal of R. Note that the coherence assumption implies that 
ZZ’ is a finitely generated R-module. (Actually, all we need here is that R is 
2-coherent or equivalently a finite conductor domain.) Hence, ZZZ ’ is a 
finitely generated maximal ideal of R, and it is not invertible. Since 
dim(R) = 1 and all the other maximal ideals of R are invertible, it follows 
that R is a Noetherian domain. 
Recall that an integrally closed coherent RTP domain must be Priifer 
(remarks following Corollary 2.2). In particular, if R is an integrally closed 
coherent MTP domain, then dim(R) < 1 and R is a Priifer domain. We will 
now show, by way of an example, that an integrally closed MTP domain 
need not be a Priifer domain. 
EXAMPLE 2.12. First we will give a construction for TP domains. We 
will then use this method to build an integrally closed MTP domain that is 
not a Priifer domain. 
Let k F K be fields and let V be a valuation ring of the form V= K + M. 
Set R = k + M, and observe that R satisfies TP. To see this, let Z be a non- 
zero non-invertible ideal of R. Choose P E Spec(R) such that P is minimal 
over ZZ- ‘. We claim that P = II-‘. Since P is also a (prime) ideal of V, 
we have Vc(P: P)cP-‘=(R: P)G(ZZ-‘)p’=(ZZp’:ZZp’). Moreover, 
V, = (P : P) and (ZZZ’ : ZZZ’) = V, for some Q E Spec( V)( =Spec(R)). 
Thus Q c P. However, since ZZZ’ is an ideal of (ZZZ’ : ZZZ’) = V,, and thus 
II-’ c Q, we see that minimality forces Q = P. Therefore, P-l = (ZZ- ‘) ~ ‘, 
and hence (P-‘)-I = ((II-‘)-‘)-‘. Note that both P and ZZZ’ are ideals of 
V and thus it follows that both P and ZZZ’ are divisorial in R [S, Theorem 
2.131. Therefore, P = ZZZ ‘, and so R is a TP domain. 
For the promised example, we let K= k(x), where k is a field and x an 
indeterminate over k, and choose V to be a l-dimensional valuation 
domain of the form K + M. Then R = k + M is a l-dimensional, integrally 
closed MTP domain that is not a Priifer domain. It is also interesting to 
note that although R satisfies MTP, this does not imply that each overring 
of R satisfies MTP. Namely, S = k[x] + M is a 2-dimensional overring of 
R, and hence does not satisfy MTP. However, S is a Priifer domain satisfy- 
ing TP [4, Theorem 4.6; 7, Theorem 41. 
In the same vein, it is not generally the case that an overring of a TP 
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domain need be a TP domain. To see this, let K= k(x, y), where k is a field 
and x, y are indeterminates over k. Choose V to be a valuation domain of 
the form K+ M and set R = k + M. Then R satisfies TP (MTP, provided 
dim( I’) = l), yet S = k[x, y] + M has grade larger than one, and hence 
does not satisfy TP (RTP) [4, Prop. 2.71. 
Although arbitrary overrings of MTP (RTP, TP) domains need not 
satisfy MTP (RTP, TP), there are some nice overrings that might inherit 
the respective properties. For example, when does R’ (integral closure) or 
R* (complete integral closure) inherit any of the respective properties from 
R? In the case of R satisfying the MTP property, can one always conclude 
that dim(R*) d l? 
In analyzing such questions, it is always useful to have at one’s disposal 
some necessary conditions. In the previous pages we have mentioned 
several such conditions, and we would like to complete this paper by con- 
sidering a few more. 
Remark 2.13. (a) If R is an RTP domain and I an integrally closed 
ideal of R, then (Z” : In) = (I: I) for each n, i.e., R’= lJ,“= 1 (I” : In) = (I : I). 
Ideals satisfying this conclusion have been studied in [ 11, and are called 
L-stable ideals. To verify statement (a) we may assume Z is nonzero and 
noninvertible and fix a positive integer n. Let ZJ E (I” : I”). Since I”ZZ” is a 
radical ideal and I” c I”Z-“, it follows that ZE I”ZZ”. Hence uZcl”ZZ” E R 
and (al)” c Z”, since ul” c I”. Therefore ulc Z, as Z is an integrally closed 
ideal of R. 
Note that without the assumption of Z being integrally closed, it can hap- 
pen that (I: I) $ R’. For example, let R = k[ [x3, x4, x5]], where x is an 
indeterminate over k, and set I= (x3, x4). It is straightforward to check 
that R is a TP domain [4, Theorem 3.53, (I: I) = R and (Z2 : Z2) = R’= 
kCCxll+ 
(b) If R is a RTP domain and Z an ideal of R, then I”ZZ” = II- ’ for 
each n. To establish this, we may certainly assume Z is nonzero and non- 
invertible. Note that we always have I”ZZ” cZZ-I. For the reverse 
inclusion, observe that (II- ’ )” G PI-“, since (I- ’ )” E I-“. Finally we see 
that II- ’ G PI-“, as r”Z-” is a radical ideal. 
(c) If R is an RTP domain and afb E R’, then a2/b E R. This follows in a 
manner similar to the TP case [4, Remark following Example 2.41. 
(d) If R is an RTP domain, then for each overring S of R and each 
finitely generated ideal Z or R, (S : IS) = S implies that IS= S. To verify 
this statement, suppose there exists a finitely generated ideal Z of R and an 
overring S of R such that (S : IS) = S and IS $ S. Thus (Z(R : I)) S = ZS, 
since (R : I) Ss (S : IS). Similarly (Z2(R : f)) S= (ZS)2, as (S : (ZS)2) = S. 
From statement (b) it follows that Z(R : I) = Z2(R : Z2), and so IS = (ZS)2, a 
contradiction. 
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(e) If R is a RTP domain and if the integral closure R’ of R is a Krull 
domain, then dim(R) < 1. For if dim(R) > 1, then there exists a height two 
maximal ideal M’ of R’. Let S= Rh. and note that there is a finitely 
generated ideal Z of R such that ZE M’ n R and IS is contained in no 
height one prime ideal of S. Therefore (S : IS) = S and part (d) implies that 
IS = S, a contradiction. 
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